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New Precious Metals
Kevin O’Brien Studio Debuts New Metallic Velvet Pillows

Philadelphia, PA – Kevin O’Brien Studio is excited to 
announce the debut of a new line of metallic velvet pillows 
to their decorative collection. Popular patterns are refreshed 
with a brand new sheen that follows the home décor 
metallic trend.

 Since man first discovered the earth’s precious metals 
and gems we have been fascinated. We learned how to 
harness and shape metal in order to adorn ourselves with 
its eye-catching radiance. We added monetary value to it 
by creating currency with it.  Lands were conquered and 
wars fought over these precious elements. Once seen as the 
highest symbol of privilege,  power, and wealth, metals like 
gold and silver have continued to be highly sought after 
since the days of Pharaohs and kings. Perhaps it is because 
of the dimensionality of light that reflects off the surface, or 

that it looks like shimmering liquid against the skin, either way it is one of the most attractive elements and we all want it.

So far 2013 looks to be a major year in the progression of the metallic trend, with everything from “gold-dipped” earbuds to 
table top ceramics. Kevin O’Brien Studio’s newest line is one of the most visually impressive collections that we’ve seen yet. 
Known for their beautiful hand painted velvet, the studio’s new direction is a “brilliant” marriage between shiny silk velvet 
and gold and silver print. When seen in the right light, these pillows shimmer with elegance and excitement.

The new pillows are offered in some of their classic patterns such as petal flowers, willow, and the new links. The timeless 
qualities of glitz and glamour are combined with our unique colors and patterns to create a dramatic piece of décor that will 
demand attention in any room.

Metallic Petal Flowers, Willow, and Links will be on view at High Point Market in April.  You can get a closer look at the 
new metallic pillows in our showroom in Suites at Market Square, G-7046 Salon.  You can also catch a sneak peek on our 
Facebook page! https://www.facebook.com/KOBStudio

For more information, please contact Christina Heppard
Kevin O’Brien Studio / 1412 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 / christina@kevinobrienstudio.com / 215-923-6378

New Metallic Willow pattern painted in our emerald colorway 


